95-865 Unstructured Data Analytics
Lecture 10: Hyperparameter tuning,
decision trees & forests, classi er evaluation
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HW1 Questionnaire Results I

HW1 Questionnaire Results II

HW1 Questionnaire Results III

HW1 Questionnaire Results IV

Most students are nishing
within ~15 hours
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If you are over here, I recommend that you swing by TA or my
of ce hours to discuss how you approach coding/debugging

HW1 Questionnaire V
# of students who have no previous ML/deep learning experience
Most 95-865 students have already taken ML/deep learning

Already taken semester-long ML/
deep learning courses at CMU

Already taken semester-long ML/
deep learning courses elsewhere

HW1 Questionnaire VI
• Some main themes from free-response pieces:
• Many students want more code demos
• I already average about 1 per lecture…not easy to get more in
• It’s important that you learn to not only nd other demos
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yourself but to create your own demos
• Many students want more math
• Please make use of supplemental reading
• You can also swing by my of ce hours if you want to discuss
technical details beyond the scope of the course
• There were some complaints about the HW1 data being too large
• Believe it or not, I would say that HW1 datasets are small
• Important to learn to debug without having to run on all the data
• Only have to run on all the data once (hopefully)
• In practice: good to save intermediate results

Quiz 1

• Mean: 60.6
• Standard deviation: 21.7
• Max score achieved: 98.5

This distribution is fairly typical for 95-865

Quiz 1 Regrade Requests (Due Monday 11:59pm)
1. Please read the solutions very carefully
(you get it where you downloaded the quiz)
2. If you think there is a genuine error in how your quiz was graded,
then write me an email saying exactly what you think the error is
and how many points are at stake
(a) We will regrade your entire quiz
(b) Your score can go up (which will be what mostly happens if
there is a genuine grading error), go down, or stay the same
(c) The regraded score is nal; we do not take second regrade
requests on the same assignment
Important: We aim to be fair in grading so that everyone who makes the
same partial progress or mistake gets the exact same number of points
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If you feel like a part was graded harshly and that is why you want a regrade,
this will typically not result in a score change (everyone else who made the
same partial progress/mistake was treated the same way)

Reminder: Next week’s lectures are remote

not the same k as in k-means or k-NN classi cation
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1. Shuf e data and split them into 5 (roughly) equal size portions
k=5
2. For each of the equal sized portions:
(a) Treat the current portion has the validation data and the rest as
proper training data
(b) Train on the proper training data, predict on the validation data
(c) Compute prediction error
You need to specify how to
3. Compute average prediction error
measure prediction error!
“cross validation score”

Different Ways to Measure Accuracy
Simplest way:
• Raw error rate: fraction of predicted labels that are wrong

(this was in our cross validation example earlier)
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In “binary” classi cation (there are 2 classes such as spam/ham)
when 1 class is considered “positive” and the other “negative”:
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True class: −

True class: +

Different Ways to Measure Accuracy
Simplest way:
• Raw error rate: fraction of predicted labels that are wrong

(this was in our cross validation example earlier)

In “binary” classi cation (there are 2 classes such as spam/ham)
when 1 class is considered “positive” and the other “negative”:
True class: −
Outlined in
dotted black:
predicted label +
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(all other points
predicted to be −)

True class: +

Recall/True
Positive Rate:
fraction of red
points correctly
predicted
= 2/3
Precision:
fraction of dotted
points correctly
predicted

• Raw error rate: fraction of predicted labels that are wrong

(this was in our cross validation example earlier)

In “binary” classi cation (there are 2 classes such as spam/ham)
when 1 class is considered “positive” and the other “negative”:
True class: −
Outlined in
dotted black:
predicted label +
(all other points
predicted to be −)
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False Positive Rate:
fraction of blue points
incorrectly predicted
= 3/7

F1 score:

True class: +

Recall/True
Positive Rate:
fraction of red
points correctly
predicted
= 2/3
Precision:
fraction of dotted
points correctly
predicted
= 2/5

2 ⨉ precision ⨉ recall
precision + recall

= 1/2

Decision Trees & Forests
One more class of models before we cover neural nets & deep learning…
Decision trees & forests help illustrate important model evaluation ideas
These models often work very well (especially so with smaller datasets)

Example Made-Up Data
Red: diabetic
Blue: not diabetic

Weight (lb)
300

200

100
20

30

40

50

Age (years)

Example Decision Tree
Age > 40?
no

yes

Age > 30?
no
not
diabetic

Weight > 200?
yes

no

diabetic not
diabetic

yes
diabetic

Learning a Decision Tree
Weight (lb)
300

1. Pick a random feature
(either age or weight)

Red: diabetic
Blue: not diabetic

210
200

100
20
30
40
50
Age (years)
2. Find threshold for which red and blue are as “separate as possible”
(on one side, mostly red; on other side, mostly blue)

Learning a Decision Tree
Weight (lb)

Within each side, recurse until a
termination criterion is reached!

300

Red: diabetic
Blue: not diabetic

35

210
200
145
100

29

39

Note: label within each region is majority vote

20
30
40
50
Age (years)
Example termination criteria: ≥90% points within region has same label,
number of points within region is <5

Decision Tree Learned
Weight > 210?
no

yes

Weight > 145?
no

Age > 35?
yes

not
diabetic

not
diabetic

Age > 39?
no

yes
diabetic

yes
not
diabetic

Age > 29?
no

no

yes

not diabetic
diabetic
For a new person with feature vector (age, weight), easy to predict!

Decision Forest for Classi cation
• Typically, a decision tree is learned with randomness

(e.g., we randomly chose which feature to threshold)
➔ by re-running the same learning procedure, we can get

different decision trees that make different predictions!
• For a more stable prediction, use many decision trees

Learn each tree
separately using same
training data
Tree 1

New test data point
Tree 2

…

Tree 3

Tree T

diabetic
not
diabetic
diabetic
Final prediction: majority vote of the different trees’ predictions
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diabetic

Randomly sample
(with replacement)
n points

Randomizing training data this
way is called bagging
(bootstrap aggregating)
New test data point

Decision Forest for Classi cation

n training
data
points

Tree 1

Tree 2

Tree 3

diabetic

not
diabetic

diabetic

…

Tree T
diabetic

Important: for this strategy of training many trees to be bene cial,
the trees need to be different!
Adding randomness can make trees more different!
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Random Forest: randomize training data used for each tree,
randomly choose a few features to try to split on
(and among these features, choose the best one to split on)

Basic Predictive Data Analytics Ideas

Demo

